On the ultrastructural diversity and essence of residual bodies in neuronal ceroid-lipofuscinosis.
In 4 patients with neuronal ceroid-lipofuscinoses (NCL) (3 patients with the junvenile type, 1 patient with the late infantile type), the ultrastructural spectrum of residual bodies in the central and peripheral nervous system presented curvilinear profiles in all cases and regions investigated and many more ultrastructural patterns within and beyond regions commonly accessible to biopsy, probably due to age dependence, local tissue and cellular biochemical factors. Sampling from basal ganglia especially yielded combined curvilinear-fingerpint bodies, from peripheral ganglia additional membranous bodies. Residual bodies in NCL were present in almost every cell type, similar to the distribution of regular lipofuscin. Although the classical subgroups of NCL contain electronmicroscopically well defined residual bodies, permitting distinction of the late infantile type from the juvenile type, the ultrastructural differences are more of a quantitative than of a qualitative nature. However, they are not pathognomonic. N.m.r. spectra of ceroid and lipofuscin support the concept of their biochemical similarity, and argue against the proposition that they contain a single major component.